
Three Challenges Facing Study Start 
Up and the Low-Code Solution



The life sciences industry has been exploring ways to 
accelerate the study start up process for well over a decade. 
The industry has long understood the value behind faster 
clinical trials: the sooner clinical trial results can be delivered 
to agencies, the sooner a new treatment can be available for 
patients. As a CRO recruits patients, works with investigators, 
and completes site documentation, there are key milestone 
events along the way to help sponsors achieve their goal of 
fast, successful trials.

In the study start up (SSU) phase of a clinical trial, a number of 
processes work in concert with one another toward the overall 
goal of initiating the trail. The Appian Low-Code Platform 
helps clinical operations teams more efficiently execute SSU, 
initiate a clinical trial, and ultimately get products in the hands 
of the patients who need them, faster.

Three Challenges Facing Study Start 
Up and the Low-Code Solution

Figure 1: Generic start up functions to depict specialization in SSU.
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Integrate with What You Have 
Study start up

The sequence of events that occurs during SSU are well 
understood by the industry.  However,  managing the complex 
SSU process end to end, from study award to first patient 
in, can be lengthy and complicated. SSU involves numerous 
groups, each working on individual tasks and often in 
disjointed process flows. These tasks include the following:

1. Sharing source data

The SSU process is full of documents, procedures, templates, 
and logs—all needing particular data for the step or function 
being accomplished. These records reside in source data. 
Things like investigator name, site identification, address, and 
IRB name are pulled from an authoritative source. This source 
data must be populated in countless documents in order for  
teams to accomplish their tasks.  

The Appian fix: pre-populated fields.

The Appian platform is unique in that it does not need to 
“own” any source data. The Appian low-code automation 
platform can pre-populate forms with source data so 

stakeholders don’t have to manually enter duplicative data 
throughout the SSU process. This improves efficiency and 
reduces the risk of error.

In a clinical trial, Appian is often connected to the Clinical 
Trial Management System (CTMS), the eTMF (electronic Trial 
Master File), and Electronic Data Capture (EDC) systems. 
Appian’s connections to these key source systems enable 
workers to provide the data needed to accomplish tasks 
in real-time without logging in the systems. Appian also 
integrates with common COTS startup applications. Lorem 
ipsum dolor sit amet.

The organization ultimately chose the Appian low-code 
automation platform for their rapid ability to create a unified, 
centralized dasboard. The organization ultimately chose 
the Appian low-code automation platform for their create a 
unified, centralized dasboard with real-time data capabilities 
for easier communication across global working sites.

Figure 2: Generic start up functions to depict specialization in SSU.
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As many as 14 generally identified systems make up an SSU. 

Outlook Sharepoint Cherwell

Salesforce Veeva GoBalto

PPG GRM Teamshare

PRISM CTMS (Multiple) Medidata (EDC)

eTMF (Veeva, TI) Plainview more...

Figure 3: List of systems involved in SSU end-to-end processes.

 
Vast opportunities exist to improve the movement of data 
between source systems and accomplish work in different 
areas during the process. Such improvements can get drugs to 
market and into the hands of patients who need them faster.   

2.  Initiating handoffs between functional areas.

Many businesses that operate at scale create specialty 
functions focused on one particular task. As CROs have grown 

and taken on more clinical studies, their specialty functions 
have contributed to both efficiencies and silos of information 
that need to be shared upstream or downstream.  

The Appian fix: intelligent automation. 

Intelligent automation breaks down the barriers between 
these data silos by bringing together technical disciplines that 
enable your organization to work faster and smarter.

It equips organizations to automate many existing business 
processes. Robots, for example, can substantially increase the 
efficiency of repeatable, assignable business functions. An 
intelligent platform like Appian can orchestrate the work of 
software tools like artificial intelligence, machine learning, and 
robotic process automation (RPA), with humans integrated 
into the process as well.

Clinical Operations Challenges 
Process leads to process  |  Functional areas

Figure 4: Example of one fuction (site start) accomplishing work needed by downstream team.
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3.  The swivel chair effect.
A common challenge for life sciences organizations is the 

swivel chair effect, where employees have to swivel back and 

forth between multiple screens, applications, and even logins 

to accomplish an objective. For getting a product to market, 

this can slow down the process, hamper visibility, and create 

a security risk with multiple logins open at the same time.

The Appian fix: integrated systems.

Bringing data and people together for easier decision-making 
is one of the ways Appian  speeds up the SSU process. With 
Appian, life sciences organizations can eliminate  the “swivel 
chair” effect of users logging in to multiple systems to accomplish 
a task. Appian brings these systems into a single, unified 
interface and login, increasing efficiency and system security. 

Intelligent Automation 

+ +

People Process Data

Fundamental: Information to decision makers in process

+

Artificial 
intelligence

Digital 
workforce

Can include robots: Enhances work done by people

Figure 5: Fundamentally bringing data to people in process.
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Learn more at appian.com 
Contact us at info@appian.com

In the age of digital disruption, intelligent automation is 
changing the fundamentals of  business processes.

Intelligent automation combines the speed and power of 
business process management (BPM), machine learning, and 
RPA with the simplicity of low-code development. Together 
on the Appian platform, these combined capabilities position 
organizations to accomplish business goals, optimize the 
customer experience, and set them apart from the pack.  

Overcome challenges and enhance capabilities with 
low-code.

The Appian platform ensures a superior SSU by giving you the 
ability to do the following:

• Roll out rapid and simple innovation. The Appian 
platform has an intuitive, visual interface and tightly 
integrated components reduce the time required to 
build powerful and unique applications. At the core of 
the platform is an advanced engine that enables the 
modeling, modification, and management of complex 
processes and business rules, using standards-based 
approaches that both business and IT can understand.

• Connect and unify existing systems, data, and 
applications. In contrast to typical enterprise software, the 
Appian platform allows robust data analysis and cross-
department and cross-application insight without needing 
to have data reside within the application. This is made 
possible through built-in connectors to prominent proprietary 
systems, strong support for open standards-based 
integrations, a broad library of Java APIs, and the ability to 
add a custom-built extension to the platform. With Appian, 
you can view secure, personalized information in real time 
from multiple systems in a single place.

• Design once, deploy everywhere. Appian low-code 
technology allows allows developers to create an 
application once and deploy it across a full range 
of mobile and desktop devices with no additional 
customization. Appian development works inside any 
organization’s DevOps environment.

• Deploy with flexibility. Customers can choose to 
implement Appian as a managed service in the cloud, 
as a hybrid cloud model, or fully on infrastructure on-

premises. Applications built in one environment can easily 
be ported to other environments with no degradation of 
functionality or additional development.

• Records: Appian Records gives life 
sciences organizations the ability to see 
the product life cycle end to end and 
connect all related applications. It brings 
all your data onto a unified platform for 
real-time visibility into the information you 
need.

• Business Process Management: With 
agile low-code and drag-and-drop tools, 
orchestrate actions across users, robots, 
systems, and artificial intelligence (AI), 
and achieve repeatable success.

• Robotic Process Automation: Bring 
people, robots, and processes together 
on a low-code platform. Use industry-
leading RPA to integrate multiple legacy 
systems and eliminate repetitive tasks, 
empowering workers to deliver greater 
value in less time. 

• Artificial Intelligence: Use AI and machine 
learning to make your applications 
smarter with Appian native AI services 
and no-code integration to AI or machine 
learning platforms from Google Cloud, 
Amazon AWS, and Microsoft Azure.  

• Integration: Unite and orchestrate all 
your enterprise data, systems, and web 
services without writing a line of code. 
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Appian is the unified platform for 
change. We accelerate customers’ 
businesses by discovering, designing, 
and automating their most important 
processes. The Appian Low-
Code Platform combines the key 
capabilities needed to get work done 
faster, Process Mining + Workflow 
+ Automation, in a unified low-code 
platform. Appian is open, enterprise-
grade, and trusted by industry 
leaders. For more information, visit 
www.appian.com.
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